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Abstract.  A brief history is given of the factor 2, starting in the most e lementary
considerationsofgeometryandthekinematicsofuniformaccelerati on,andmovingto
relativity, quantummechanics andparticlephysics.Thebasicargume nt is that inall
the significant cases in which the factor 2 or ½ occurs in fundamenta l physics,
whetherclassical,quantumorrelativistic,thesamephysicaloperationistaki ngplace.

1Geometryandkinematics

Weprobablyfirstcomeacrossthefactor2intheformulaforthetriangle:

area=
lengthofbase×perpendicularheight
2 .

This is an ancient formula, well-known to Egyptian, Babylonian and Chinese
mathematicians. In the case of a right-angled triangle, it is clearly created by
bissectingarectanglealongadiagonal.Ifwenowtakethisas representingastraight-
linegraph,of,say,velocityagainsttime,underauniformaccelera tion,theareaunder
the graph becomes the distance travelled. For an object increasing i ts velocity
uniformlyfrom0toavalue v intimeinterval t,theareaunderthegraph,ordistance
travelled,usingthetriangleformula,becomes vt /2.Bycomparison,iftheobjecthad
travelledatsteadyspeed vthroughoutthetimeinterval t,thedistancetravelledwould
be the area of the rectangle under the horizontal straight line re presenting steady v,
that is, vt. In effect, the factor 2 distinguishes here between steady conditions  and
steadily changing conditions.
It was by this means that the factor first entered into physics  from pure
mathematics, via the Merton mean speed theorem, evolved in fourteenth-ce ntury
Oxford.Thisresult,whichultimatelyprovedtobethefoundationtheoremof modern
dynamics, showed that the total distance moved by a body during uniform
accelerationwas the same as that covered during the same time  interval by a body
travelling uniformly at the speed measured at the middle instant of  the accelerated
motion.Inmoremodernterms,thetotaldistancetravelledunderuniform acceleration
must equal the product of themean speed and the time.Mathematically , ifwe start
with initialspeed u andsteadilyacceleratetoafinalspeed  v overthetimeinterval t,
thenthetotaldistancetravelledwillbegivenby

 2

s =
(u + v) t
2 .

Thisis,ofcourse,identicaltothevaluewewouldobtainfromourstra ightlinegraph
ifwetooktheareaunderthegraphbetween u and vasthesumofarectangle( ut)and
atriangle(( v– u) t /2),andreducesto vt /2when u =0.
Ifwe additionallyuse thedefinitionofuniformacceleration, a  = ( v – u) / t,we
obtainthewell-knownequationforuniformlyacceleratedmotion:

 v
2
= u
2
+2 as ,

which reduces to v2  = 2 as,when u  = 0. Ifwe now apply this to a bodyofmass m,
actedonbyauniformforce F= ma,wefindtheworkdoneoverdistance s isequalto
thekineticenergygained

 Fs = mas =
mv
2
2 –
mu
2
2 ,

which reduces to mv2  / 2 if we start at zero speed. Using p  = mv to represent
momentum, it is convenient also to express this formula in the form p2  / 2 m. Of
course, this formula applies more generally than in the case of pure ly uniformly
acceleratedmotion, andwemay derive themore general formula for  nonuniformly
acceleratedmotionbyasimpleintegrationofforce( dp/ dt)overdisplacement:

   ⌡⌠



dp
dt  ds = ⌡⌠


 mvdv = mv
2
2 .

However, the example of uniform acceleration, treated graphically, shows, in a
strikinglysimplemanner, theoriginof thefactorof2 inaproces sofaveragingover
changingconditions.Inthiscontext,thefactor2relatestogetherthe twomainareasof
dynamical physics: those of accelerated and unaccelerated straig ht linemotion. For
thecaseofzeroinitialvelocity,thedistancetravelledunderunif ormaccelerationcan
be represented as the area of a triangle on a v-t  graph comparedwith the rectangle
representing uniform velocity. In effect, a steady increase of vel ocity from 0 to v
requires an averaging out which halves the values obtained under steady-s tate
conditions.

2Kineticandpotentialenergy

It is in precisely the sameway that the factor 2makes its  appearance inmolecular
thermodynamics, quantum theory and relativity. It is, in a sense, the f actor which
relatesthecontinuousaspectofphysicstothediscrete,and,asbotht heseaspectsare
required in the description of any physical system, the factor acquir es a universal
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relevance. The most obvious classical manifestation is the fact t hat two types of
energyequationarecommonlyused inphysics,bothofwhichareexpressi onsof the
general lawofconservationofenergy,buteachofwhichexpressest hisfundamental
truth in a subtly different way. One is the potential energy equati on representing
steady-state conditions, which applies wherever there is no overall c hange in the
energy distribution; the kinetic energy equation, on the other hand, requires  a
redistribution of energy within a system while maintaining the over all principle of
energyconservation.
In a typical example, we apply the potential energy equation to the case of a
planetinaregulargravitationalorbit.So,theforceequation

 
mv
2
r
=–
GMm
r
2 

leadstoapotentialenergyrelation

    mv
2
=–
GMm
r
.

Ontheotherhand, thechangingconditionsinvolvedintheescapeofabodyofma ss
mfromagravitationalfieldrequireakineticenergyequationoftheform

 
mv
2
2 =
GMm
r
.

Significantly, Newton, despite having no word or expression equivalent to t he
modernterm‘energy’ortoanyparticularformofit,usedboththese equationsinhis
Principia, in the more general forms applicable to any force. 1  Book I, Proposition
XLI, a version of what came to be known as the ‘ vis viva ’ integral, is applied to
finding the paths taken by bodies subject to any type of centripetal for ce; this is a
classiccaseof thepotentialenergyequation.PropositionXXXIX,ont heotherhand,
whichconsiders thevelocityofa risingor fallingbodyproducedby the actionofan
arbitrary force, is a kinetic energy equation, showing that the work done, or the
integralofforceoverdistance,inunresistedmotion,isequaltothe changeinkinetic
energyproduced( ∆W= ∆(mv2 /2)).
Numerically,weobserve that thepotentialenergy term is twic e thevalueof the
kinetic.Werecognisehere,ofcourse, that this isaspecialcas eof thevirial theorem
relating the time-averagedpotential and kinetic energies, V−  and T−, in a conservative
systemgovernedbyforce termsinverselyproportional topower n of thedistance,or
potentialenergytermsinverselyproportionaltopower n–1.Thatis:

  V− =
(1– n)
2  T
−
.

Thevirialtheorem,ineffect,givesusarelationshipbetweenthe energytermrelevant
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toconstantconditions(potentialenergy)andthatobtainedunderconditionsof change
(kineticenergy).For twospecialcases–constant forceand invers e-square-lawforce
– V−  will be numerically equal to 2 T−, for in these cases n  is, respectively, equal to0
and2.Such forces, in fact, areoverwhelminglypredominant innature,as  theyarea
natural consequence of three-dimensional space. In many cases, then, the factor 2
becomes the direct expression of the relationship between potential a nd kinetic
energies.

3Kinetictheoryofgases

Thefactthattwoapparentlycontradictoryequationscanbothbesaidt oillustrate
the general principle of the conservation of energy can be easily e xplained if we
considerthekineticenergyrelationtobeconcernedwiththeactions ideofNewton’s
third law, while the potential energy relation concerns both action and reaction.
Becauseofthenecessaryrelationbetweenthem,eachoftheseappr oachesisaproper
and complete expression of the conservation of energy. However, circumst ances
generallydictatewhichof thetwois themostappropriatetouse. Agoodillustration
of the connection is given by an old proof of Newton’s of the mv2 / r  law for
centripetalforce,andhenceoftheformula mv2  fororbitalpotentialenergy. 2 Thishad
the satellite object being ‘reflected’ off the circle of the orbit, first in a square
formation,andtheninapolygonwithanincreasingnumberofsides,becoming ,inthe
limiting case, a circle. Here, the momentum-doubling action and reac tion by the
imagined physical reflection produces the potential energy formula, a s well as
demonstrating the relation between the conservation laws of linear a nd angular
momentum.
AnothersignificantcaseisthederivationofBoyle’slaw,orthe proportionalityof
pressure ( P) and density ( ρ) in an ideal gas, from what is often described as the
‘kinetic’ theory.Contrary towhat isoftenstatedinelementary textbooks, thekinetic
behaviour of gas molecules is in no direct way responsible for Boyle’ s law. The
derivationinvolvesadoublingofmomentumastheidealgasmoleculesre flectoffthe
walls of the container, of the same kind as Newton assumed in his im aginary
reflections under centripetal acceleration. The factor 2 thus introduc ed is then
immediatelyremovedby thefact thatwehavetocalculatethea veragetimebetween
collisions( t =2 a  / v)asthetimetakentotravel twice thelengthofthecontainer( a).
The average force thenbecomes themomentumchange / time=2 mv / t  = mv2  / a,
and thepressuredue toonemolecule inacubicalcontainerofside a  becomes mv2  /
a
3
,or mv2 / V(volume),leadingfor nmoleculestothepressure-densityrelationship.
The incorporation ofmomentum-doublingmeans that both action and reaction
are included in the system under consideration, thereby creating a st eady-state
dynamicswithpositionsofmoleculesconstantonatime-average.Taki ngintoaccount
the three dimensions betweenwhich the velocity is distributed, the ra tioofpressure
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anddensity ( P / ρ) is derived from the potential energy  term mv2  foreachmolecule
andisequaltoonethirdoftheaverageofthesquaredvelocity,or c−2 /3.
Strictly speaking, this result has nothing whatsoever to do with any dy namical
modelofgasmoleculebehaviour.Newtonderivedexactlythesameres ult,assuming,
for purely mathematical purposes ,3  that gas molecules could be considered as
stationary objects exerting a repulsive outward force on each other in inverse
proportional proportion to their distance apart, and a gas in steady stat e exerts a
pressureinalldirectionswhichisexactlythesameasthem oleculesbeingconsidered
stationaryonatimeaverageandexertingaforceinverselypropor tionaltotheirmean
distanceapart,or,forafixedmassofgas,tothelengthofthec ontainer.(Itisnot,of
course, necessary to assume that this is due to a physical intera ction between the
molecules.)
Weonlybringinkineticbehaviourwhenwerelatetheaveragekinetic energyof
the molecules to the temperature of the gas; but there is no ‘deri vation’ involved
becausetemperatureisnotdefinedindependentlyofthekineticenergy, andwemake
this definition by an explicit  use of the virial theorem, to find the unknown average
kineticenergy from the known potentialenergy.Wefind that thepotentialenergyof
each individual molecule is kT  for each degree of freedom, and, in total, 3 kT.
However, by applying the virial theorem to the results of the potentia l energy
calculations, we can relate the dynamical behaviour of an ideal gas  to the kinetic
energy expression (3 kT / 2) for its individualmolecules. In effect, the derivation of
Boyle’s law assuming dynamical gas molecules was merely an operational
convenience; forpressuretermsofanykind,whatevertheirorigin,are anexpression
oftheactionofforceorpotentialenergy.Thatis,itisapurel yformalmatterwhether
wedescribethegasintermsoftheaveragekineticenergyof theindividualmolecules
oranequivalentaveraged-outpotentialenergyofthegasasawhole .Agasinsteady
state is equivalent to a systemwith constant expansive force in all directions, anda
systemofthiskindnecessarilyrequiresavirialrelationoftheform

    V− =2 T− .

betweenthetime-averagedpotentialandkineticenergies.
It is interesting, incidentally, thatNewton’s earliest derivat ion of the centripetal
force law ( mv2  / r) (prior to the geometrical proof discussed above) 2  involved
essentiallythesamecollisionprocess(involvingaetherparticle s)asisnowusedinthe
kinetic theory of gases, with force calculated as the product of the  change in
momentuminaparticleduetoimpactandtherateatwhichcollisi onstakeplace,the
collision rate being found by dividing the particle velocity by the dist ance travelled
betweencollisions.
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4Radiationpressure

Considerationofmaterial gases leadsuson to the subjectofphoton ‘g ases’, as first
consideredbyEinstein inderivingradiationpressure, following theear lier,classical,
calculationbyBoltzmann.Remarkably,theexpressionsforphotongasesa re identical
inform tothoseformaterialgases,eventhoughthephotongasisarelati visticsystem,
unlike the material gas. In exact parallel to the expression for  a material gas, the
radiationpressureofaphotongaswithinafixedenclosureisfoundtobe onethirdof
theenergydensityofradiation,thatis:

    P=
1
3 ρc
2
.
 
Inthiscontext,thephotonbehavesinexactlythesamewayasama terialparticle,and,
because the system is in steady state, the energy term mc2  behaves as potential, not
kinetic, energy, exactly as its formwould suggest.Thephotons are reflectedoff the
walls of the container in the sameway as thematerial gas molecules, although this
timewecanalsoconsidertheprocessasinvolvingabsorptionandre-em ission,There
isthusnomysterious‘relativistic’factoratworkhere–ass uggestedbysomeauthors
whosee mc2  for thephotonasa ‘kinetic’energyreplacing the term mv2  /2usedfor
material particles; mc2  is simply a reflection of the potential nature of the photon’s
totalenergy.
Thewhole point of Einstein’s introduction of the formula E = mc2  to represent
the photon’s total energy (and, by analogy, that of true material part icles) was to
preserve the classical  laws of conservation ofmass and conservation of energy.As
Einsteinhimselfwaswellaware,thetotalenergyequation E= mc2 cannotbederived,
bydeductivemeans, fromthepostulatesof relativity;all thatca nbedemonstratedis
the changeof energy  formula ∆E = ∆mc2. It ismerely an act of faith to extend this
formula to themoregeneralexpression.This isbecause the total energytermoccurs
onlyasaconstantofarbitraryvalueintheintegrationoftherel ativisticexpressionfor
rateofenergychange:
  
dT
dt = F.v .

In addition, the presence of mc2  in the relativistic kinetic energy equation, which
emergesasthesolutiontothisintegral:

    T =
mc
2
(1– v2 / c2)1/2

   = mc
2
+
mv
2
2 +...
 
contradicts the well-established principle that special relativi stic equations lead to
classicaloneswhen v« c.Inprinciple,wecouldaddanyconstantofintegrationtothe
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equation.Adding mc2, for example,would remove the anomalous term entirely and
maketheexpression,for v« c,identicalwiththeclassicalone,aswouldnormallybe
required. Ithasbeenfoundconvenient, inrelativity,however, to takethecons tantof
integrationas0,becausethisallowsaconvenientdefinitionofa4-vec tormomentum,
andthentofinda‘physical’meaningfortheaddedterm mc2.
Writers who have investigated Einstein’s own arguments andwho demonstr ate
thevalidityofhisderivationoftheequation ∆E= ∆mc2 pointtothearbitrary,though
physically reasonable, nature of its extension to a body’s total mas s. Stachel and
Toretti,forexample,statethat:‘Thefinalconclusionthatthee ntiremassofabodyis
in effect a measure of its energy, is of course entirely unwar ranted by Einstein’s
premisses’;4 andtheyquoteEinsteinasfollows:‘Amass m isequivalent–insofaras
its inertia is concerned – to an energy content of magnitude mc2. Since we can
arbitrarily fix the zero of (the total energy), we are not eve n able to distinguish,
without arbitrariness, between a ‘true’ and an ‘apparent’ mass of t he system. It
appearsmuchmorenaturaltoregardallmaterialmassasastoreofenergy.’ 5
Of course, what is arbitrary in special relativity need not be a rbitrary in other
contexts; if an idea is ‘physically reasonable’ or ‘natural’, it  must be explicable in
termsofsomedefinitephysicalprinciples;andifmassistobe consideredasa‘store’
of energy, then this principle must be related to the idea of mass  as a specifically
potentialformofenergy.Noproblem,therefore,arisesifwerecog nisethat mc2 hasa
classical, as well as relativistic , meaning. Its structure is clearly that of a classical
potential energy,which is preciselywhatwewouldexpect total  energy tobe,and it
was introduced to preserve a classical conservation law. Like many other things in
relativity (the Schwarzschild radius, the equations for the expanding universe, the
gravitationalredshift,thespinoftheelectron),theexpressiondoes notarisefromthe
theory of relativity itself but is a more fundamental truth which that theory has
uncovered.

5Theclassicalpotentialenergyofthephoton

The number 2 has frequently been described as a ‘relativistic’ fac tor separating
relativisticandnonrelativisticcases,butitisnosuchthing.It wouldbeextraordinary
if relativistic conditions should somehow conspire exactly to halve or double
significantclassicalquantities.Relativisticfactorsare typicallyoftheform γ=(1– v2
/ c2)–1/2, suggestingsomegradualchangewhen v →  c. Itmakesnophysicalsense to
suppose that the transition involves discrete integers. Certainly, ∆E = ∆mc2  is a
relativisticequationbecauseitincorporatesthe γfactorinthe ∆mterm,but E= mc2 is
not,eventhoughittookrelativitytodiscoveritsapplicationtomateri alparticles. mc2
is a potential energy term in classical physics which has the same effect as the
equation E= mc2 inrelativisticphysics,andtheeffectswhichdependonlyon E= mc2
andnotspecificallyonthe4-vectorcombinationofspaceandtimecan bederivedby
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classical approaches entirely independent of any concept of relativit y. In fact, in the
special case of light photons – or light ‘corpuscles’ in the older te rminology –
potentialenergy termsof theform mc2,or theirequivalent,havebeenregularlyused
sincetheseventeenthcenturyinavarietyofclassicalcontexts ,andarestillsousedin
specialisedcalculations.
Newton,forexample,inexaminingatmosphericrefractionin1694,conceivedthe
bendingoflightasequivalent(inourterms)toachangeinpotential energyfrom mc2
as a result of a constant refracting field analagous to the gra vitational field g  at the
Earth’s surface. 6-8 Theequationheusedwaseffectively the sameasoursteady-sta te
potential energy (or ‘ vis viva ’) equation for a circular gravitational orbit, slightly
modifiedfor theellipticalcase.Ordinaryrefractionhetreate dasaprocessanalagous
to gravitational orbital motion, subject to a force mc2 / r, and, by implication, a
potential energy mc2, analagous to the gravitational orbital force mv2  / r  and
gravitationalpotentialenergy mv2.Thisanalogy ispossiblebecause theconstancyof
the velocity of light ensures that the optical system is ‘stea dy-state’ and that its
potential energy term is numerically equivalent to that in the inve rse-square-law
gravitationalsystem.
As a result of this second calculation, Newton was able to write in a draft of
Query22/30forthe Opticks that:‘...uponafaircomputationitwill(be)foundthatthe
gravityofourearthtowardstheSuninproportiontothequantityofitsmat terisabove
tenhundredmillionofmillionsofmillionsofmillionsoftimesless thentheforceby
wch a ray of light in entering into glass or crystal is drawn or impelled towards the
refractingbody....ForthevelocityoflightistothevelocityofEa rthinOrbismagnus
as58daysof time (inwhich) theEarthdescribes the(samespac e–); that isanarch
equaltotheradiusofitsorbtoabout7minutes,thetimeinwchlight comesfrom(the
Sun)tous;thatisasabout12,000to1.Andtheradiusofthecurvityofar ayoflight
during it(s) refractionat the surfaceofglassonwch it fall sveryobliquely, is to the
curvityoftheearthOrb,astheradiusofthatOrbtotheradiusof curvatureoftheray
orasabove1,000,000,000,000,000,000to1.Andtheforcewchbendstherayistothe
forcewchkeeps the earthor anyProjectile in its orbor lineof Projection in a ratio
compoundedof theduplicateratioofthevelocities&theratioofthec urvitiesofthe
linesofprojection.’ 9-10
In another calculation in the same manuscript, Newton took the radius of the
Earth’s orbit as 69millionmiles (based on a solar parallax of 12 seconds) and the
radius of curvature of the path of a light particle as 10 –6  inches.Assuming that the
lightfromtheSuntakes7.5minutestoreachtheEarthandthatinthi stimetheEarth
wouldhavetravelled6197miles,hefoundtheratiooftheforcestobeabout 5 × 10 26.
The centripetal force calculation used in Newton’s studies of refr action is an
illustration of the power of the virial theorem, andmust give the cor rect numerical
energyrelationwhetherornotthedescriptionoftheforceis‘corr ect’.Theconstraints
whichneedtobeappliedtofindthetruenatureofthevectorforceare notrequiredto
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findthenumericalvalueofthescalarenergy.
AquitedifferentuseisfoundinNewton’sformulaforthevelocityof wavesina
medium, in terms of elasticity or pressure ( E) and density ( ρ), which he applied to
bothlightandsound. 11 Essentially,Newton’sformula

   c=( E/ ρ)1/2

isanexpressionof thefact that thepotentialenergyof thesys temofphotons,orgas
moleculesinthecaseofsound( mc2),isequaltotheworkdoneatconstantpressureas
aproductofpressureandvolume.Theapplicationtolight,oratleastt oitsmediumof
propagation,occursin thecalculationinthepublishedQuery21oftherati obetween
the elasticities per unit density of a proposed electro-optic ‘ae ther’ and atmospheric
air,and themanuscriptevidenceshowsthat thiswaslinkedalsowith thecalculation
of the force of refraction, occurring immediately after the fina l version of that
calculationinthemanuscript. 10
Newton’s elasticity of the aether is what we would call energ y density of
radiation ( ρc2), which is related by Maxwell’s classical formula of 1873 to the
radiationpressure,and theratiohecalculates is, ineffect, the ratioof theenergyper
unit mass of a particle of light to the energy per unit mass of an air molecule, as
manifestedinthetransmissionofsound.Now,themolecularpotentialene rgyperunit
massforairmaybecalculatedfromthekinetictheoryofgase s( PV= RT)atabout1.8
× 10 5 Jkg –1 when T =300K.Sincetheenergyperunitmassforalightphotonis9 ×
1016  J kg –1, the ratio is 5 ×  10 11, which is comparable with Newton’s 4.9 ×  10 11
minimuminQuery21.Light,ofcourse,willalwaysgive‘correct’ results forsucha
calculationwhentravellingthroughavacuum,becauseinsuchcircumstanc es,thereis
no source of dissipation, and the virial relation takes on its ideal for m. Newton’s
formula for calculating the velocities ofwaves in amedium is t hus another perfect
illustrationofanapplicationofthevirialtheorem,anditisbecaus eitissuchaperfect
illustration that it works in a case where the model of interact ion with matter no
longer applies. This is why the elasticity of light is precise ly the same thing as its
energydensity.Although thisdoesnot apply asexactly to sound,where (asLaplace
latershowed)the‘elasticity’constantneedstobecalculatedf romtheadiabatic,rather
than the isothermal, value, the correction factor is relatively sm all in order of
magnitudeterms(20%).

6Thegravitationalbendingoflight

Interestingly,thoughlightinfreespacehasvelocity c,and,therefore,norestmassor
kineticenergy, assoonasyouapplyagravitationalfield ,thelight‘slowsdown’,and,
at least behaves  as though it can be treated as a particle with kinetic energy in the
field. This is precisely what happens when we use the standard Newtonian e scape
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velocity(orkineticenergy)equation


mv
2
2 =
GMm
r


toderive theSchwarzschild limit forablackhole,bypurelyclass icalmeans,aswas
done in the eighteenth century by Michell and Laplace. 12-13  Assuming v →  c, we
derive
  r =
2GM
c
2

and thereisnotransitiontoa‘relativistic’value .
Aclassiccaseofapplyingakineticenergy-typeequationtolig ht,istheclassical
derivation of the double gravitational bending, an effect normally thought t o be
derivable only from the general relativistic field equations. The doubl e bending of
light in a gravitational field has been a cause celêbre since Eddington used it to
establish Einstein’s theory in the eclipse expedition of 1919. 14  We have since that
timebeen repeatedlyassured that thedoublebending isa relativist iceffect, and that
‘Newtonian’ calculations, using the principle of equivalence, yield only half the
correctvalue,althoughseveralauthorshaveputforwarddemonstrationsof thedouble
deflectionbasedonlyonspecialrelativity. 15-18
The‘Newtonian’calculationtakesitsoriginfromSoldner,who,wear etold,ina
paperof1801, 19-21 investigatedthegravitationaldeflectionoflightbyamassive body,
using the standard ‘ vis viva ’ theorem or potential energy equation (modified for a
hyperbolicorbit),accordingtotheexpression:
 
  mc
2
=
GMm( e–1)
r
,  
 
with e taken as the eccentricity of the hyperbolic orbit. Since 1 « e, the half-angle
deflectionbecomes
 
1
e
=
GM
c
2
r
,

andthefullangledeflection(thatis,inandoutofthegravitationalfield)


2
e
=
2GM
c
2
r
.

Generalrelativity,however,finds


2
e
=
4GM
c
2
r
,

and it was the supposed experimental realisation of this result whi ch allowed
Eddingtontoclaimthathehad‘overthrown’Newtonianphysics.
However,Soldnerdidnotuse thepotentialenergyequation.Heusedthekinet ic
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energyequation,  

mc
2
2 =
GMm( e–1)
r
,  
 
onthebasisofLaplace’sprioremploymentof it incalculatingt heblackholeradius,
and hewould have obtained the ‘correct’ total deflection if he had used t he double
angle in calculating his integral! This was, indeed, correct proce dure, for the
deflectionofaphotoncomingpasttheSun’sedgefrominfinityisac aseofanorbitin
the process of formation, and not an orbit in steady state. It is the reverse of the
processofcreatinganorbitbyescapingfromtheconfiningfield,modi fied,ofcourse,
by the hyperbolic, rather than circular or elliptical, orbit produced by the immense
relative speed of the light photon. The significant consideration is tha t, on its
immenselylongjourneypriortoitscomingclosetothegravitationa lfieldoftheSun,
the photon’s velocity was not determined by the Sun’s gravitational fi eld, and the
direction of its deflection is perpendicular to this. The classical  equation used by
Eddingtonwastheonespecifiedforsteady-stateconditions,whereasl ight-bendingis
surelyanexampleofenergyexchange.
Weshouldnotbesurprisedthatapurelyclassicalcalculationofthe light-bending
is possible in this way. In principle, relativity theory does not produce  different
energy equations to classical physics; it merely corrects our naïve understanding of
what are steady-state and what are changing conditions. The photon, in par ticular,
providesaninstanceinwhichwewould expect  relativisticequationstocoincidewith
classicalones.Photonenergy,afterall,isfieldenergyandhas nomaterialcomponent;
the photon mass is, therefore, defined in terms of a pre-existing cl assical energy
equationanddoesnotprovideasourceofindependentinformationwhichcanbeused
todistinguishbetweenclassicalandrelativisticconditions.
Theuseofa‘kineticenergy’expression mc2 /2inthecaseoflightbendingdoes
not, of course, imply that photon ‘total energy’ is of this form, or that  there is any
such thingas the ‘kineticenergy’ofaphoton; mc2  / 2 (as in theparallelcaseof the
derivation of the Schwarzschild radius) ismerely an expression of the action of the
perturbing field.Wenever see this energydirectly, for,whenever a  photon interacts
withmatter (or is ‘detected’), its ‘independent’ existence has ceased and the energy
absorbed is purely the potential or total energy value mc2. It is this aspect of the
photon’sexistencethathasledtotheideathattheabsenceofthef actor2issomehow
amysteriouspropertyofrelativitynotparalleledinclassicalphysics.
The idea that a ‘relativistic’ correction (either special or general) ‘causes’ the
doubling of gravitational effect is an illustration, not of the fact that the calculation
has to be done in a relativistic way, but that relativity provides one  way of
incorporating theeffectofchangingconditions ifwebeginwith the potential, rather
than the kinetic, energy equation. Here, the potential energy equation ty pically
producestheeffectofgravitationalredshift,ortimedilation,whil erelativityaddsthe
correspondinglengthcontraction.Sosomeauthorshavearguedfortheredshif tbeing
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‘Newtonian’ while the length-contraction or ‘space-warping’ is re lativistic, while
others claim that the reverse is true. It has also been claime d variously that the
‘Newtonian’ effect has to be added to that produced by the Einstein cal culation of
1911,basedontheequivalenceprinciple(whichalsoobtainedonlyhalfofthec orrect
value),or that the twoeffectsare thesame,andhave tobesuppleme ntedbya‘true’
relativisticeffect,liketheThomasprecession. 16,22-25  Itis,ofcourse,purely(classical)
energyconsiderationswhichdecidetheissue.Ifthepotentialenergy equationisused
where the kinetic energyequation is appropriate, then (correct)physi cal reasons can
befoundforalmost anyadditionaltermwhichdoublestheeffectpredicted.
The true nature of the contributions made by different causes to the t hree
relativistic predictions of redshift, light bending and perihelion prece ssion has been
obscured by the all-embracing nature of the general relativistic formalism, and it is
tooeasilyassumedthattheeffectscanbederivedonlyfromthef ullfieldequationsof
generalrelativity.Comparisonwithclassicalpredictionsdemonstr atethatredshiftand
the timedilationcomponentsof lightbendingandperihelionprecessiondepend only
on the relation E = mc2  andnoton the4-vectorcombinationofspaceand time.The
spatialcomponentsofthelightbendingandperihelionprecessionshouldthenf ollow
automatically from the applicationof4-vector space-timewithout anyneed toapply
theequivalenceprinciple,anytimedilationnecessarilyrequiringa nequivalentlength
contraction. However, since mc2  in a field has a ‘kinetic energy’ equivalent, even
special relativity is only an alternative approach to a calculat ion that must also be
validclassically. 14,26-27
Inahistoricalcontext,althoughwehavenodirectcalculationofthe ‘Newtonian’
deflectionoflightfromNewtonhimself,thereisarelatedcal culationofatmospheric
refractionusingthepotentialenergyequation,similartotheoneal readymentioned. 6-8
Newtonassumesaconstant refractingfield f  ataheight h  above theEarth’ssurface,
entirely analagous to the gravitational field g (= GM / r2).He thenusesProposition
XLI,tocalculatetheresultingdeflectionintoparabolicorbitsof lightraysenteringthe
Earth’satmosphere.Theassumptionofparabolicorbitsrequires mc2  tobeequatedto
the potential energy term mfr  (1+ cos φ), equivalent to thegravitational GMm (1+
cos φ)/ r,whiletheuseofPropositionXLIisequivalenttoamodificationof c2 bythe
factor(1–2 fh / c2)inthesamewayastheprincipleofequivalenceisusedtomodify
c
2
 by (1 – 2 gr  / c2) or γ–2  in gravitational bending. Significantly, atmospheric
refraction is still calculated in modern astronomical textbooks usi ng the old
corpusculartheory!

7Thegyromagneticratiooftheelectron  

Relativity has also been assumed to be needed to explain the anomalous magnetic
momentor,equivalently,thegyromagneticratioofaBohrelectrona cquiringenergya
magnetic field.According to ‘classical’ reasoning, it hasbeen s upposed, an electron
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changingitsangularfrequencyfrom ω0  to ω acquiresenergyinamagneticfield B of
theform
   m( ω2 – ω02)= eω0rB,

leading,afterfactorizationof( ω2 – ω02),toanangularfrequencychange

   ∆ω =
eB
2mr .

However,arelativisticeffect(theThomasprecession,again)e nsuresthattheclassical
eω0rBisreplacedby2 eω0rB,leadingto

   ∆ω =
eB
mr
.

Butrelativisticandclassical treatmentscoincidewhen,aswi ththelightbending
example, the kinetic energy equation is recognised as the one applied to changing
conditions, attheinstantwe‘switchon’thefield .Then,weautomaticallywrite

 
1
2 m(ω
2
– ω0
2)= eω0rB,

whichisnomore,inprinciple,thantheequationofmotionforuniformacceleration

   v
2
– u
2
=2 as .

So, theThomas precession is needed ifwebeginwith thepotential ene rgyequation
applicable toasteadystate,butnot ifweapply thekineticenerg yusedforchanging
conditions.

8TheDiracequation

Thegyromagneticratioleadsonnaturallytothesubjectofelect ronspin.Forthis,we
need to introduce theDiracequation.Here itwillbeconvenient to rew rite theDirac
equation,
( γµ∂µ + im ) ψ=0
or
   ( iγ.p + m −  γ0E) ψ=0,

inamorealgebraicformwiththe γmatricesreplacedbyacombinationofquaternion
andmultivariate4-vectoralgebras. 28-36 Here,wewrite

  γ0 = ik ; γ1 = ii ;  γ2 = ji ; γ3 = ki ; γ5 = ij .
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Thequaternionunits, i, j, k,followtheusualmultiplicationrulesforquaternions;
themultivariatevectorunits, i, j, k,followthemultiplicationrulesforPaulimatrices:

 vectorunits   quaternionunits
 
   i2 =1   i2 =–1
   ij=– ji = ik   ij =– ji = k
   j2 =1   j2 =–1
   jk =– kj= ii   jk =– kj = i
   k2 =1   k2 =–1
   ki =– ki = ij  ki =– ik = j .

The reformulation is necessary to the understanding of how theDirac equation
relates to classical energy conservation rules, for, using it, we  can easily derive the
Dirac equation, via the Correspondence Principle.We take the classic al relativistic
energy-momentumconservationequation:

E 2 – p2c2 – m02c4 =0,  

andfactorizeusingourquaternion-multivariate-4-vectoroperatorstogive:

( ±  kE ±  ii  p + ij  m0)( ±  kE ±  ii  p + ij  m0)=0.

Adding an exponential term and replacing the left-hand bracket by quantum
differentialoperators,weobtain

 





±  ik∂∂t ± i∇+ ijm0  ψ=0,
where
   ψ =( ±  kE ±  ii  p + ij  m0)e -i(Et - p.r ).

Thefoursolutionspossiblewith ±  E, ±  p,mayberepresentedbyacolumnvector
withthefourterms:
 ( kE + ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( −kE + ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( −kE −  ii  p + ij  m0),

representing a single quantum state. We can proceed to show that a s pin 1 boson
wavefunction(incorporatingfermion-antifermioncombination)isthesumof
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 ( kE + ii  p + ij  m0)( −kE + ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)( −kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( −kE + ii  p + ij  m0)( kE + ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( −kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)( kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)

whileaspin0bosonisthesumof

 ( kE + ii  p + ij  m0)( −kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)( −kE +  ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( −kE + ii  p + ij  m0)( kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)
 ( −kE −  ii  p + ij  m0)( kE+  ii  p + ij  m0),

each multiplied by the usual exponential form in creating the wavefunc tion. The
fermion wavefunction is effectively a nilpotent (a square root of 0), and the boson
wavefunction a product of two nilpotents (each not nilpotent to the other). The
multiplicationsherearescalarmultiplicationsofa4-componentbr avector(composed
oftheleft-handbrackets),representingtheparticlestates,anda ketvector(composed
oftheright-handbrackets),representingtheantiparticlestates.

9ElectronspinfromtheDiracequation

The conventional treatment of spin introduces the factor 2 through the proper ty of
noncommutationofvectoroperators.FromthestandardversionoftheDirac equation,
weobtain
[ σ^, H]=[ σ^, iγ0γ.p + γ0m].

where H istheHamiltonian,ortotalenergyoperator,and

  σ^l  = iγ0γ5γ1 ,with l =1,2,3
and
i γ0γ.p = iγ0γ1p1 + iγ0γ2p2 + iγ0γ3p3 .

TranslatingthisintoournewDiracformalism,weobtain:

   σ^1 =– i ; σ^2 =– j; σ^3 =– k
or
 σ^=– 1 ,
and
     γ= i1 ,

where 1 istheunit(spin)vector.
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Since γ0m= ikmhasnovectortermand σ^noquaternion,theycommute,andwe
mayderivetheconventional
[ σ^, γ0m]=0
and
[ σ^, H]=[ σ^, iγ0γ.p].
Now,
 iγ0γ.p =– j ( ip1 + jp2 + kp3).
So,
[ σ^, H]=2 j ( ijp2 + ikp3 + jip1+ jkp3 + kip1 + kjp2)
=2 ij ( k(p2 – p1)+ j(p1 – p3)+ i(p3 – p2))
=2 ij  1  ×  p .

Inmoreconventionalterms,

[ σ^, H]=2 iki ( k(p2 – p1)+ j(p1 – p3)+ i(p3 – p2))
=2 ik γ ×  p
=2 γ0  γ ×  p .

The factor 2 appears as a result of noncommutation. Specifically, it  is the
anticommutingpropertyof themultivariatevectors in the γmatriceswhichproduces
thedoublingeffect.Thisistheresultwewishedtoachieve.There stofthederivation
ispurelyformal,andcanbedoneeitherconventionallyorinthenewform alism.If L
istheorbitalangularmomentum r ×  p,

[ L, H]=[ r ×  p, iγ0γ.p + γ0m]
=[ r ×  p, iγ0γ.p].

Takingoutcommonfactors,

[ L, H]= iγ0 [ r, γ.p] ×  p
=– ki [ r, 1.p] ×  p
=– j [ r, 1.p] ×  p .
Now,

[ r, 1.p] ψ=– ii






x
∂ψ
∂x –
∂(xψ)
 ∂x – ij 



y
∂ψ
∂y –
∂(yψ)
 ∂y – ik  




z
∂ψ
∂z –
∂(zψ)
 ∂z

= i1  ψ.
Hence,
[ L, H]=– ij  1  ×  p .
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This,again,canbeconvertedintoconventionalterms:

[ L, H]= iki  1 ×  p

= i  γ0  γ ×  p .

Usingtheseequations,wederive

[ L – 1 /2, H]=0
or
[ L + σ^/2, H]=0.

Hence,( L – 1 /2)or( L + σ^ /2)isaconstantofthemotion.Theimportantaspectof
thisderivation is that thefactor2 is introducedasaresultofa nticommutationin the
productsofmultivariatemomentumoperators.

10TheSchrödingerequation

Now,itmightbeassumedthatthespinterm( σ^ /2)isintroducedwiththerelativistic
aspectof theDiracequation.However,usingthemultivariatevectors ,wecanobtain
effectivelythesameresultusingthenon-relativisticSchrödingerequation,

   ( E −  V) ψ = p
2
2m ψ ,

by deriving the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron in the prese nce of a
magneticfield B.37 Spin,infact,ispurelyapropertyofthemultivariatenatureoft he
p term,andhasnothingtodowithwhethertheequationusedisrelativist icornot.Itis
significanthere that the standardderivationof theSchrödingerequati onbeginswith
theclassicalexpressionforkineticenergy, p2 /2 m= mv2 /2.

   T =( E −  V) = p
2
2m ,

followedbysubstitutionofthequantumoperators E= i  ∂/ ∂t and p =– i  ∇,actingon
thewavefunction ψ,forthecorrespondingclassicalterms,togive:

( E −  V) ψ  = − 12m ∇
2
ψ 
or
  i
∂ψ
∂t   −  Vψ = −
1
2m ∇
2ψ ,

inthetime-varyingcase.
Now,itispossibletoshowthattheSchrödingerequationiseffective lyalimiting
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approximation to the bispinor formof theDirac equation in the relativi stic limit. In
principle, this shouldmean that the spin½ term that arises from the Dirac equation
has nothing to dowith the fact that the equation is relativistic, but is a result of the
fundamentallymultivariatenatureofitsuseofthemomentumoperator ,equivalentto
the use of Pauli matrices. In principle, we should be able to show that  no new
informationconcerningthefactor2 is introducedwithspecialrelati vity.Wetakethe
Diracequationintheform
(iγ.p + m −  γ0E) ψ=0

andchoose,without lossofgenerality, themomentumdirection ipx  = p.Hereagain,
also, E and p  represent the quantum differential operators, rather than their
eigenvalues.Thistime,wemaketheconventionalchoicesofmatricesfor β:










0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0

0
–1
0
0

–1
0
0
0



andfor γ1:









i
0
0
0

0
i
0
0

0
0
–i
0

0
0
0
–i



leadingtotherepresentation:










p
0
0
E − m

0
p
E − m
0

0
−E − m
−p
0

−E − m
0
0
− p








ψ4
ψ3
ψ2
ψ1
=0.


Thiscanbereducedtothecoupledequations:

 ( E −  m)φ = pχ ,
and
 ( E +  m)χ = pφ,

wherethebispinorsaregivenby
φ=







ψ2
ψ1
 ,

and
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χ =







ψ4
ψ3
 .

Then,assumingthenon-relativisticapproximation E ≈ m,forlow p,weobtain

 χ  ≈
p
2m φ
and
 ( E −  m) φ = p
2
2m φ .

Using the same approximation, φ, here, also becomes ψ. Conventionally, of course,
theSchrödinger equation excludes themass energy m from the total energy term E,
and,inthepresenceofapotentialenergy V,weobtain:

 ( E −  V) ψ = p
2
2m ψ .

11ElectronspinfromtheSchrödingerequation

Here, it will be seen that the factor 2 in the classical potent ial energy expression
ultimately carries over into the same factor in the spin term for the electron. In our
operatornotation,theSchrödingerequation,whetherfield-freeorinthe presenceofa
fieldwithvectorpotential A,canbewrittenintheform,

2 mEψ = p2ψ

Usingamultivariate, p =– i∇+ eA,wederive:

2 mEψ =(– i∇+ eA)(– i∇+ eA) ψ 

=(– i∇+ eA)(– i∇ψ + eAψ)

=– ∇2ψ– ie( ∇.ψA+ i∇ψ ×  A+ A.∇ψ+ iA ×  ∇ψ)+ e2A2ψ 

=– ∇2ψ– ie( ∇.ψA+2 A.∇ψ+ iψ∇ ×  A)+ e2A2ψ

=– ∇2ψ– ie( ψ∇.A+2 A.∇ψ)+ e2A2ψ+ eBψ

=(– i∇+ eA).(–i∇+ eA) ψ+ eBψ

=(– i∇+ eA).(–i∇+ eA) ψ+2 m µ.B
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ThisistheconventionalformoftheSchrödingerequationinamagnetic fieldfor
spin up, and it is the 2 mµ.B  termwhich is responsible for the electron’s anomalous
magneticmoment.Thewavefunctioncanbeeitherscalarornilpotent.R eversing the
(relative)signof eAforspindown,weobtain

2mEψ =(– i∇– eA)(– i∇– eA) ψ

=(– i∇– eA)(– i∇– eA) ψ–2 m µ.B .

Wecanseefromthisderivationthatthefactor2isbothintroducedw iththetransition
in theSchrödinger equation from the classical kinetic energy term , and, at the same
time,producedbytheanticommutingnatureofthemomentumoperator.

12TheHeisenberguncertaintyprinciple

It is preciselybecause theSchrödinger equation is derivedvia a ki netic energy term
that this factor enters into the expression for the spin, and thisproc ess isessentially
the same as the process which, through the anticommuting quantities of the Dirac
equation,makes( L + σ^ /2)aconstantof themotion.Anticommutingoperatorsalso
introducethefactor2intheHeisenberguncertaintyrelationforthe samereason,and
theHeisenbergtermrelatesdirectlytothezero-pointenergy derivedfromthekinetic
energy of the harmonic oscillator. The formal derivation of the Heis enberg
uncertainty relation assumes a state represented by a state ve ctor ψ  which is an
eigenvector of the operator P. In this case, the expectation value of the variable p2
becomes
  < p2>= ψ*P2ψ

andthemeansquaredvariance

( ∆p)2 = ψ*{P–< p>I}2ψ= ψ*P'2ψ

if P'= P–< p>Iand Iisaunitmatrix.Similarly,foroperator Q,

( ∆q)2 = ψ*{Q–< q>I}2ψ= ψ* Q'2ψ.

Since P'ψand Q'ψarevectors,

( ∆p)2 ( ∆q)2 =( ψ*P’2ψ)( ψQ'2ψ) ≥ ( ψ*P'Q'ψ)( ψ*Q'P'ψ)
 ≥  (1/2)( ψ*P'Q'ψ– ψ*Q'P'ψ)2
 ≥ (1/4) (ψ*(P'Q'– Q'P')ψ2
 ≥ (1/4)[ P,Q] 2
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Hence
( ∆p)( ∆q) ≥ (1/2)[ P,Q]
 ≥  h¯/2

if Pand Qdonotcommute.Thesignificantaspectofthisproofisthatthefac tor2in
theexpression h¯ /2comesfromthenoncommutationofthe p operator.

13Theharmonicoscillator

The factor2 in thequantumharmonicoscillator is clearlyderived f rom the fact that
the varyingpotentialenergytermaddedtotheHamiltonian, mω2x2 /2,istakenfroma
classical termof the mv2  /2 type.So, theSchrödingerequationfortheeigenfunction
un(x) and eigenvalue En, with the h¯2  explicitly included and the spatial dimensions
reducedtothelinear x,becomes:








− 
h¯2
2m
∂2un(x)
∂ x2 +
mω
2
x
2
2  un(x)  = E n u n(x)  . 

Thisequation,assolvedinstandardtextsonquantummechanics,producesag round
state energy h¯ω  / 2,with the factor 2originating in the2 m in theoriginal equation.
Wedefinethenewvariables

y =





mω
h¯
½
x and εn = En / h¯ω ,

andtheequationnowbecomes:







∂2
∂2y  −  y
2
 un(y)=





∂
∂y + y  



∂
∂y  −  y  un(y)+ un(y)  (1)

 =





∂
∂y  −  y  



∂
∂y  +  y  un(y) −  un(y)= −2εn u n(y). (2)

Fromthiswederive







∂
∂y  −  y 



∂
∂y + y  



∂
∂y  −  y un(y)=( −2εn − 1) 



∂
∂y  −  y u n(y) (3)
and






∂
∂y  +  y 



∂
∂y  −  y  



∂
∂y  +  y un(y)=( −2εn + 1) 



∂
∂y  +  y u n(y). (4)

From(3),wemayderiveeither( ∂/∂y −  y)u n(y)=0,whichproducesadivergent
solution,or( ∂/∂y −  y)u n(y)= un+1(y)(say),whichmeansthat







∂
∂y  −  y 



∂
∂y + y  un+1(y)=( −2(εn  +1) − 1) un+1(y),
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whichis(2)for un+1 if
    εn  +1= εn+1 .

From(4),wemayobtaineither ( ∂/∂y +  y) u n(y)=0,whichgivesus thegroundstate
eigenfunction,  u 0(y) = exp ( −y2  / 2); or ( ∂/∂y −  y) u n(y) = un−1(y) (say). In the latter
case,(4)becomes







∂
∂y  +  y 



∂
∂y  −  y  un−1(y)=( −2(εn  − 1) − 1) un−1(y)
if
    εn−1 = εn  − 1,

whichgivesus a discrete seriesof energies En  at nh¯ω  above thegroundstate.From
thegroundstateeigenfunctionand(1),weobtain

   2 ε0  − 1=0,

whichgivesusthegroundstateor‘zero-point’energy

   E0 =
h¯ω
2 .

Here,wecanderivethefactor2in E0 directlyfromtheintroductionintoSchrödinger
equationoftheclassicalterm mω2x2 /2,whichisequivalentto mv2 /2.

14TheKlein-Gordonequation

FrombothDirac andSchrödinger equations,wesee that fermionshavehal f-integral
spins.How,then,doweexplaintheintegralspinsofbosons,suchasthephoton? The
answer here is that, while the fermion equation is the kinetic ener gy equation of
SchrödingerorDirac,basedon mv2  /2or p2 /2 m,thebosonequationisthepotential
energyequation,basedon E= mc2,where m isnowthe‘relativistic’,ratherthanthe
restmass.Onceagain, theoriginof thefactor2isseeninthe virialrelationbetween
kineticandpotentialenergies.TheKlein-Gordonequation,whichappliesi nquantum
mechanics to thephoton,derivesits integralspinvaluesfromthefac t that itsenergy
term contains unit values of the mass m. To derive this equation, we quantize the
classicalrelativisticenergy-momentumequation,

E 2 – p2c2 – m2c4 =0,   

directly,toobtain

∂2ψ
∂t2 – ∇
2
ψ= m
2
ψ,   
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in units where h¯ = c = 1. In the nilpotent algebra, the Klein-Gordon equation
automatically applies to fermions, as well as to bosons, because it  simply involves
pre-multiplicationofzerobyanilpotentdifferentialoperator.Esse ntially,wetakethe
Diracequation
 





ik∂∂t  ± i∇ ±  ijm0  ψ=0,
where
        ψ =( kE ±  ii  p  ±  ij  m0)e -i(Et - p.r ),

andpre-multiplyby





ik∂∂t  ± i∇ ±  ijm0 togive








ik∂∂t  ± i∇ ±  ijm0  



ik∂∂t  ± i∇ ±  ijm0  ψ=0,

or






∂2
∂t2 – ∇
2
– m0  ψ=0.

15Relativisticmassandrestmass

In principle, the kinetic energy relation is used when we consider a  particle as an
object in itself, described by a rest mass m0, undergoing a continuous change. The
potentialenergyrelationisusedwhenweconsideraparticlewit hinits‘environment’,
with‘relativisticmass’, inanequilibriumstate requiringadi screte transitionforany
change. The existence of these two conservation of energy approaches ha s very
profoundimplications,andarisesfromaverydeepstratuminphysics.K ineticenergy
maybeassociatedwithrestmass,becauseitcannotbedefinedw ithoutit–onecould
consider light ‘slowing down’ in a gravitational field as effecti vely equivalent to
adopting a rest mass, and, of course, photons do acquire ‘effective masse s’ in
condensedmatter. Potential energy is associatedwith ‘relativis tic’massbecause the
latter is defined through a potential energy-type term ( E = mc2), light in free space
beingtheextremecase,withnokineticenergy/restmass,and 100percentpotential
energy/relativisticmass.Thedescription,inaddition,seemsto fitinwiththehalving
thatgoeson,foramaterialparticle,whenweexpanditsrelati visticmass-energyterm
(mc2) to find its kinetic energy ( mv2 / 2). One way of looking at it is to take the
relativisticenergyconservationequation

E 2 – p2c2 – m02c4 =0.   
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Wecantakeregardthisasa‘relativistic’mass(potential energy)equationofthe
form E = mc2  (treating at one go the particle interactingwith its environme nt), and
proceedtoquantizetoaKlein-Gordonequation,withintegralspin.Alter natively,we
canseparateoutthekineticenergytermusingtherestmass m0.From

E 2 = m02c4  



1–
v
2
c
2
–1
,

wetakethesquareroot,andobtain

E = m0c2 +
m0v
2
2 +….

TheSchrödingerequation,ofcourse,arisesfromthisapproach,quantizing mv2 /
2 in the form p2 / 2 m. Now, as we have shown, using a multivariate form of the
momentumoperator, p =– i∇+ eA,theSchrödingerequationproducesthemagnetic
moment of the electron,with the requiredhalf-integralvalueof spin, the½coming
fromtheterm mv2/2or p2/2m;anditisalsoeffectivelyalimitingapproximationtothe
bispinorformoftheDiracequation.Inprinciple,aswehaveseen,this meansthatthe
spin½termthatarisesfromtheDiracequationhasnothingtodowiththefacttha tthe
equation is relativistic, but arises from the fundamentally multiva riate nature of its
use of themomentumoperator.We can now see that it comes from the very act of
squarerootingtheenergyequationinthesamewayasthatoperati onproduces mv2 /2
in the relativistic expansion. The½ is, in essence, a statement of  the act of square-
rooting,whichisexactlywhathappenswhenwesplit0intotwonilpotent s;the½in
theSchrödingerapproximationisamanifestationofthiswhichweca ntracethrough
the½intherelativisticbinomialapproximation.
Significantly, theoriginof the factor2 isseenhere in theproce sswhichsquare
roots theexpression E2  – m2.Theoriginof thesamefactor in thederivationofspin
fromtheDiracequation, isseen in thebehaviourof theanticommutingt ermswhich
resultfromthisprocess.Infact,thetwofactorshavepreciselythesameorigi n.
Another aspect of the process is that dimensionality, in general, introduces two
ordersofmeaninginaparameter–ofthevalue(asinlength/ti meorcharge/mass),
andofthesquaredvalue(asinPythagorean/vectoradditionofspacedi mensions,or
space and time, or energy and momentum, or charges / masses ‘inter acting’ to
produceforces).Inasensewearedoingthiswithfermionandbosonwa vefunctions,
onetypebeinga‘squareroot’oftheother.

16Zeropointenergy

The importance of the factor 2 in all our examples lies in the fa ct that it relates
together twoparallel but almost independent streamsofphysics: t he continuous and
the discontinuous.Expressions involving half units of h¯  donot suggest that there is
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sucha thingashalfaphoton,but represent, rather,anaverageor integ ratedincrease
from0to h¯.Thehalf-valuesarecharacteristicofthecontinuousoptioninphysic s,the
integral ones of the discontinuous option. Schrödinger, for example, represent s the
former,withgradualisticenergyexchangeandakineticenergye quation,Heisenberg
the latter,with abrupt transitions between states in integerval uesof h¯ω, determined
bybosonic (potentialenergy)equations.Bothapproachesareequallyvalid, although
they represent divergent physical models, and it is not surprising tha t a completely
continuoustheoryofstochasticelectrodynamics,basedontheexistence ofzero-point
energyofvalue h¯ω  /2,ateachpoint inspace,hasdevelopedasarival to thepurely
discretetheoryofthequantumwithenergy h¯ω.
Stochastic electrodynamics has been successful in providing classic al
explanationsof thePlanckblackbodyradiationlawfromequipartition,and ofBose-
Einstein statistics for photons. 38-42  In addition, spontaneous emission, Bohr
transitions, zitterbewegung, Van der Waals forces, and the third law of
thermodynamics, have been shown as classical phenomena arising from
electromagnetic radiation,with the stochastic energy spectrumof  h¯ω / 2 per normal
modeofvibration, 38,43 andthesameprinciplehasbeenusedtoderivetheSchrödinger
equationfromNewtonianmechanics. 44,45 Stochasticelectrodynamicsappearstoform
a successful continuousoption todiscretequantummechanicsbasedon theuse ofa
halfvalueoftheenergyquantum.
In fact, not only are both discrete and continuous options possible – both are
required within a system. Discrete systems have to incorporate c ontinuity, and
continuousonesdiscreteness.Schrödingerthushasacontinuoussystembased on h¯  /
2,butincorporatesdiscreteness(basedon h¯)intheprocessofmeasurement–theso-
called collapse of the wavefunction. Heisenberg, on the other hand, has a di screte
system, based on h¯, but incorporates continuity (and h¯ / 2) in the process of
measurement – via the uncertainty principle and zero-point energy. Cont inuity and
discontinuitymustbothbepresentinasuccessfulsystem,sowhichever isnotpresent
in themathematical structuremust be introduced in the process ofm easurement. In
addition,itwouldseem,naturealwaysmanagestoprovidearoutebywhi ch h¯ω /2in
one context becomes h¯ω  in another.This occurs, for example, in the case of black-
bodyradiation,wherethespontaneousemissionofenergyofvalue h¯ω isproducedby
the combined effect of the h¯ω / 2 units of energy provided by both oscillators and
zero-pointfield. 46
Just as the relativistic expression for kinetic energy presents  a problem in the
asymptotic approach to classical conditions, so doesPlanck’s quantum law ofblack
body radiation. As Einstein and Stern noticed in 1913, the Planck equation for t he
energyofeachoscillator
   U=
hν
exp(hν / kT)–1

does not reduce to the classical limit kT  when kT  » hν, but to kT  – hν/ 2. Planck
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himself, inhis so-called ‘second theoryof radiation’,basedondiscret eemissionbut
classicalorcontinuousabsorption,hadobtainedthemodifiedlaw

   U=
hν
exp(hν / kT)–1 + hν /2,

which suggested, as he said, that, even at the absolute zero of temper ature, each
oscillatorhadanenergyequivalentto hν /2ateachfrequency ν.
Inquantummechanics,aswehaveseen,thezero-pointenergyterm, hν /2or h¯ω
/ 2, is derived from the harmonic oscillator solutionof theSchrödinger equation. In
the Heisenberg formulation it appears as a result of the h¯  / 2 term involved in the
uncertaintyprinciple.ThederivationviaSchrödingershowsthekinetic originsofthe
factor 2. The derivation from the uncertainty principle suggests the origin of this
fundamental constant in continuum physics, as opposed to the constant h  used in
discrete theories. It certainly does not suggest that there is any such thingas a half-
photon!

17Radiationreaction

The h¯ω  / 2 →  h¯ω  transition for black body radiation can also be seen in terms of
radiation reaction. Perhaps, surprisingly, this has an intimate connect ion with the
distinctionbetweentherelativisticandrestmassesofanobject .Theactofdefininga
rest mass also defines an isolated object, and one cannot define kinetic energy in
termsofanythingbut thisrestmass.If,however,wetakea relativisticmass,weare
already incorporating the effects of the environment. The most obvious ins tance is
that of the photon.The photonhas no restmass, only a relativisticmass ; mc2  for a
photon behaves exactly like a classical potential energy term, as well as having the
exact form of a potential energy for a body of mass m and speed c. A particular
instancewehaveusedistheapplicationofamaterialgasanalog ytoaphotongasin
producing radiation pressure ρc2 / 3. Action and reaction occurs in this instance
becausethedoublingofthevalueoftheenergytermcomesfromthedoubl ingofthe
momentumproducedbythereboundofthemolecules/photonsfromthewallsof the
container–aclassictwo-stepprocess,likethetwo-wayspeedoflight.
The energy involved in both material and photon gas pressure derivations is
clearlyapotentialenergyterm(thematerialgasenergy havingtobehalvedtorelate
thekineticenergyof themolecules to temperature), and itsdoublena ture isderived
fromthetwo-wayprocesswhichitinvolves,whichisthesamething assayingthatit
is Newton’s action and reaction. The same thing happens with radiation reaction,
which produces a ‘mysterious’ doubling of energy hν / 2 to hν inmany cases (and
also zitterbewegung  fortheelectron,whichisinterpretedasaswitchingbetweentw o
states). In another context, Feynman and Wheeler also produce a doubling of  the
contribution of the retarded wave in electromagnetic theory, at the e xpense of the
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advanced wave, by assuming that the vacuum behaves as a perfect absorber  and
reradiatorof radiation. Inprinciple, this seems tobe equivalent to a ssuminga filled
vacuumforadvancedwaves(equivalenttoDirac’sfilledvacuumforanti matter),and
relates to previously stated ideas that continuity of mass-energy  in the vacuum is
related to the unidirectionality of time. 47-50  There are also connections with some
paradoxesinspecialrelativity.

18Paradoxesinspecialrelativity

As we have seen,we frequently find the factor 2wherewe need to i ntroduce such
ideasas radiationreaction in the theoryofzeropointenergy. Incorpor atingradiation
reactionmeans that we are also incorporating the effect ofNew ton’s third law, the
process which produces the required doubling in the case of material and photon
gases,andothersteady-stateprocesses.However,manyofthesame results,asinthe
anomalousmagneticmomentof theelectron,arealsoexplainedbyspec ialrelativity.
IthasbeenarguedbyC.K.Whitneythatthecorrectresultforthe electronisobtained
by treating the transmission of light as a two-step process invol ving absorption and
emission.51 Thisisinterestingbecauseitisequivalenttoincorporatingbotha ctionand
reaction, or thepotential energyequation, and the same result follows classicallyby
defining thepotentialenergyat themomentthefieldisswitched on.However, ifwe
use kinetic energy, or a one-step process,we also need relativity, because, oncewe
introducerestmass,wecannolongeruseclassicalequations.(‘Re lativisticmass’is,
of course, specifically designed  to preserve classical energyconservation!)The two-
step process is analagous to theuseof radiation reaction, so it fol lows, inprinciple,
thataradiationreactionisequivalenttoaddingarelativistic‘ correction’(suchasthe
Thomasprecession).
Whitney’sargument that thetwo-stepprocesssremovesthosespeci alrelativistic
paradoxes which involve apparent reciprocity, is also interesting, beca use special
relativity, by including only one side of the calculation, effectively  removes
reciprocity,andsoleadstosuchthingsasasymmetricageingin thetwinparadox.The
argument,putforwardbysomeauthors, 52  thattheproblemsariseinEinstein’sdenial
oftheaethermayalsoberelevantifwetranslateittothe vacuum,becausenovacuum
meansno‘environment’,and,therefore,no‘reaction’.Similararguments againapply
totheideathattheproblemliesinattemptingtodefineaone-way speedoflightthat
cannotbemeasured,becauseatwo-wayspeedmeasurementofthespee doflightalso
requiresatwo-stepprocess.
Whitney further shows that the classic light-bending and perihelion pre cession
‘tests’ofGeneralRelativitycanbederivedusingatwo-step process.This,again,isof
interest,because,asshownhere,itiscertainlypossibletoderive thelightbendingby
classical arguments using kinetic energy (which is the same t hing as using special
relativity,because lighthasnorestmass),and it isalsopossi bletoderiveperihelion
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precessionusingspecialrelativity,asanumberofauthorshavedemonstrated. 14,16,18

19TheJahn-Tellereffect

From the earlier sections, it would appear that all the important factors of 2 in
classicalphysics,relativityandquantumphysics,resultfromac hoicebetweenusing
kineticorpotentialenergies,andthatthisisequivalenttousingei thertheactionside,
or thecombinedactionandreactionsides,ofNewton’sthirdlawofmoti on.This,in
turn, derives from a choice between using continuous or discrete solutions, or
changing or fixed ones. A series of further arguments show that the origin of the
factor lies in the symmetry between the action of an object and t he reaction of its
environment–whichmaybeeithermaterialorvacuum. 33 A fermionicobjecton its
own showschangingbehaviour, requiringan integrationwhichgeneratesa f actor½
in the kinetic energy term, and a sign change when it rotates throug h 2 pi; but a
conservative ‘system’ of object plus environment shows unchanging behaviour,
requiringapotentialenergyterm,whichistwicethekineticenergy.
This kind of argument makes sense of the boson / fermion distinction and t he
spin1/½divisionbetweentheparticletypesinafundamentalway,a swellasleading
to supersymmetry,vacuumpolarization,pairproduction, renormalization,ands oon,
because thehalvingofenergy in ‘isolating’ thefermionfromits vacuumormaterial
‘environment’ is the same process as mathematically square-rooti ng the quantum
operator via the Dirac equation. Bell et al  have shown that integral spins are
automatically produced fromhalf-integral spin electronsusing the Berryphase, and,
by generalizing this kind of result to all possible environments,wem ay extend the
principle in the direction of supersymmetry. 53  In principle, we propose that energy
principles determine that all fermions, in whatever circumstances,may be regarded
either as isolated spin ½ objects or as spin 1 objects in conjunction wi th some
particularmaterialorvacuumenvironment,or,indeed,the‘restoftheuniverse’.
While hypothetically isolated fermions may follow the Dirac equat ion, derived
from the kinetic energy relation, and similarly isolated bosons foll ow the Klein-
Gordonequation,derivedfromthepotentialenergyrelation,thesamepart iclesinreal
situations behave very differently. Fermions with spin ½ become spin 1 particles
when taken in conjunctionwith their environment,whatever thatmaybe.The Jahn-
Teller effect andAharanov-Bohm effect are examples. Treated semi-classically, the
Jahn-Teller effect, for electrons in condensedmatter, couples the factors associated
with themotions of the relevant electronic and nuclear coordinates so that different
parts of the totalwavefunction change sign in a coordinatedmanner topr eserve the
single-valuednessofthetotalwavefunction.Thisispossiblebecauset hetime-scaleof
thenuclearmotionsismuchgreaterthanthatfortheelectronict ransitions.Neitherthe
nuclearnortheelectronicwavefunctionaresingle-valuedbythemselve s,butthetotal
wavefunctionbecomessothroughtheJahn-Tellereffect.
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In more general terms, the relationship between a fermion and ‘the rest of the
universe’ can be considered as similar to the that of the total wa vefunction in the
Jahn-Tellereffect.Isolatedfermionscannothavesingle-valuedwa vefunctions,butthe
total  wavefunction representing fermion plus ‘rest of the universe’ must be single-
valued.Thisdualityoccurswiththeactualcreationofthefermions tate.Tosplitaway
a fermion from a ‘system’ (or ‘the universe’),we have to introduce  a coupling as a
mathematical description of the splitting. The coupling to the rest of the universe
preserves the single-valued nature of the total wavefunction, automatic ally
introducingtheextratermknownastheBerryphase.Manyphysicale ffects,including
the Aharanov-Bohm effect, as well as the Jahn-Teller effect, a re already associated
withthisphase,andthereare,nodoubt,manyotherswaitingtobediscovered.
The reverse effectmust also exist, inwhich bosons of spin 0 or1 coupl e to an
‘environment’toproducefermion-likestates.PerhapstheHiggsmec hanismoccursin
this way, but a more immediate possibility is the coupling of gluons to the quark-
gluon plasma to deliver the total spin of ½ or 3/2 to a baryon. The six-c omponent
baryonwavefunctionhasstatesequivalentto( kE ±  iipx + ijm)( kE ±  iipy + ijm)( kE ±
iipz + ijm), where the px, py, pz and ±  represent the six degrees of freedom for p.33
These,ofcourse,existsimultaneouslyinagauge-invariantstate, butwecanimagine
the p  rotating through the three spatial positions leaving terms like ( kE ±  iip

+ ijm)
(kE + ijm) ( kE + ijm); ( kE + ijm) ( kE ±  iip

+ ijm) ( kE + ijm), with the gluons
‘transferring’ the p  betweenone( kE+ ijm)andanother,andsobecomingbosonsof
spin 1 with an effective contribution from the ‘environment’ due to the gl uon sea
makingthemtransferspin½.
Itisalmostcertainlyauniversalprinciplethatfermions/bos onsalwaysproduce
a ‘reaction’ within their environment, which couples them to the appropria te
wavefunction-changing term, so that the potential / kinetic energy r elation can be
maintainedatthesametimeasitsopposite.Wecanrelatethi stothewholeprocessof
renormalization which produces an infinite chain of such couplings through the
vacuum.Thecouplingof thevacuumtofermionsgenerates‘boson-images’ andvice
versa.Thissuggeststhattheloopdiagramsthatleadtorenormali sationcouldproduce
therequiredcancellationoffermionwithbosonloopswithoutrequiringthe existence
ofextrabosonorfermionequivalents. 54

20Renormalization

To understand the principle, we need to use the nilpotent version of the Dir ac
wavefunction,whichis,typically,( kE+ iip + ijm)forafermionand(– kE+ iip + ijm)
for an antifermion, these being abbreviated representions of 4-term br a and ket
vectors, cycling through the full range of ±E and ±p  values. In terms of the
‘environment’principle,afermiongeneratesaninfiniteseriesof interactingtermsof
theform:
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(kE+ iip + ijm)
(kE+ iip + ijm)(– kE+ iip + ijm)
(kE+ ikp + ijm)(– kE+ iip + ijm)(k E+ iip + ijm)
(kE+ iip + ijm)(– kE+ iip + ijm)(k E+ iip + ijm)(– kE+ iip + ijm),etc.

Selection of the appropriate terms in QED calculations now leads t o a
cancellationof thebosonandfermionloopsofoppositesignatanylevel.T he( kE+
iip  + ijm) and (– kE + iip  + ijm) vectors are an expression of the behaviour of the
vacuumstate,whichactslikea‘mirrorimage’tothefermion.Anexpressionsuchas

( kE+ iip + ijm) k ( kE+ iip + ijm)

ispartofaninfiniteregressionofimagesoftheform

(kE+ iip + ijm) k( kE+ iip + ijm) k( kE+ iip + ijm)k ( kE+ iip + ijm)...

wherethevacuumstatedependsontheoperatorthatactsuponit,thevacuum stateof
(kE+ iip + ijm),forexample,becoming k ( kE+ iip + ijm).Inaddition,

(kE+ iip + ijm) k( kE+ iip + ijm) k( kE+ iip + ijm)k ( kE+ iip + ijm)...

isthesameas

(kE+ iip + ijm)(– kE+ iip + ijm)( kE+ iip + ijm)(– kE+ iip + ijm)....

So,theinfiniteseriesofcreationactsbyafermiononvacuumturns outtobethe
mechanism for creating an infinite series of alternating boson and fermion states as
required for supersymmetry and renormalization. This is only true if  the series is
infinite,becauseeach‘antifermion’brackethastobepostmultiplie dby k toalter the
sign of its E term. It also requires spin terms p  of the same sign to produce spin 1
bosons;spin0,suchasthemass-generatingHiggsboson,wouldbreakthesequence.
The ‘mirror imaging’ process implies an infinite range of virtua l E values in
vacuumaddinguptoasinglefinitevalue,exactlyasinrenormalisa tion.Significantly,
thevacuumwavefunctionsforthefermionandantifermionareofthecompl ementary
forms, (– kE + ii  p + ij  m)and( kE + ii  p + ij  m), to thosefor theparticles.It isalso
significant that, in the classical context, the related Feynman -Wheeler process of
vacuum absorption of radiation (discussed in section 17) again reduces the infinite
electronself-energytoafinitemass.
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21Supersymmetry

‘Supersymmetry’maybepartofamuchmoregeneralpattern.Bosons and fermions
seemtorequire‘partnerstates’asmuchaspotentialandkinetic energyareneededto
fully describe conservation.As previously stated, the kinetic energy relation is used
when we consider a particle as an object in itself, described by a  rest mass m0,
undergoing a continuous change. The potential energy relation is used when w e
consideraparticlewithinits‘environment’,with‘relativistic mass’,inanequilibrium
staterequiringadiscretetransitionforanychange.Thisfundament alrelation,leadsto
the significant fact that the nilpotentwavefunctions, in principle, produc e a kind of
supersymmetry, with the supersymmetric partners not being so much r ealisable
particles,asthecouplingsofthefermionsandbosonstovacuumstates.
The nilpotent operators defined for fermion wavefunctions are also
supersymmetry operators, which produce the supersymmetric partner in the particle
itself.The Qgeneratorforsupersymmetryissimplytheterm( kE+ iip + ijm),andits
Hermitianconjugate Q†is(– kE+ iip + ijm).Writtenoutinfull,ofcourse,theseare
respectivelyfour-termbraandketvectors,withthe Eand p valuesgoingthroughthe
completecycleof+and–values;and,withtheapplicationofthesam enormalization
thatwehaveusedforthevacuumoperator,theanticommutatorof Qand Q†becomes
effectively E, or the Hamiltonian, as in conventional supersymmetry theory.
Multiplying by ( kE + iip  + ijm) converts bosons to fermions, or antifermions to
bosons(the p can,ofcourse,be+or–).Multiplyingby(– kE+ iip + ijm)producesthe
reverseconversionofbosonstoantifermions,orfermionstobosons.Inconventiona l
supersymmetrytheory,bosoncontributionsandfermioncontributionsareofopposi te
sign(withtheoperatorshavingoppositesignsof E)andautomaticallycancelinloop
calculations. The present theory retains this advantage without requir ing extra
(undiscovered)supersymmetricpartnerstotheknownfermionsandbosons.
The spin ½ state, as we have seen, is always due to kinetic energy , implying
continuousvariation.anditisessentiallythatoftheisolatedferm ion.Unitspincomes
from the potential energy of a stable state, and represents eithe r a boson with two
nilpotents(whicharenotnilpotenttoeachother),orabosonic-typestat eproducedby
a fermion interacting with its material environment or vacuum, and, a s a
consequence, manifesting Berry phase, Thomas precession, relativistic  correction,
radiation reaction, zitterbewegung, or whatever else is needed to produce the
‘conjugate’ environmental spin state. In the case of the isolated fe rmion we are
treating theactionhalfofNewton’s third law; in thecaseof t he fermion interacting
with its environment, it is the action and reaction pair. The exist ence of
‘supersymmetric’ partners seemingly comes from the duality re presented by the
choiceoffermionorfermionplusenvironment.
In this context it is significant that, while the Klein-Gordon equa tion
automaticallyapplies to fermionsaswellas tobosons, theDirac equationappliesto
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‘spin 1’ particles created by the combination of fermion plus environment . The
consequencesaretheBerryphase,theAharonov-Bohmeffect,theJahn-Te llereffect,
thequantumHalleffect, zitterbewegung,andothersuchphenomena.Forafermionor
bosonactinginthiswaywithits‘environment’,thesupersymmetric operatorsdonot
demandan extra  setofbosonsor fermions; thecouplingof fundamentalparticles to
thevacuumbecomesautomaticinaninfiniteseriesofentangledstates.

22Aharonov-Bohmeffect

The Aharonov-Bohm effect can be considered as an analogue of the Jahn-Te ller
effect,andasanotherexampleoftheeffectoftheBerryphase, butaconsiderationof
thisphenomenon suggests that itmay lead toamoreprofoundunderstandingof  the
meaning of the factor 2 in fundamental physics. In the Aharonov-Bohm effec t,
electron interferencefringes,producedbyaYoung’sslitarrangeme nt,areshiftedby
halfawavelengthinthepresenceofasolenoidwhosemagneticfie ld,beinginternal,
does not interact with the electron but whose vector potential does. The half-
wavelengthshiftturnsouttobeafeatureofthetopologyofthespace surroundingthe
discreteflux-linesofthesolenoid.Thisspaceisnot simply-connected,thatis,acircuit
roundthefluxlinecannotbedeformedcontinuouslydowntoapoint.Effectively ,the
half-wavelength shift, or equivalent acquisitionby the electronof aha lf-wavelength
Berryphase,impliesthatanelectronpathbetweensourceandslit, roundthesolenoid,
involvesa double-circuit ofthefluxline(toachievethesamephase),andapaththat
goes round a circuit twice cannot be continuously deformed into a pathwhic hgoes
roundonce(aswouldbethecaseinaspacewithoutflux-lines).
The presence of the flux line is equivalent, as in the quantumHall e ffect and
fractionalquantumHalleffect,totheextrafermionic½-spinwhi chisprovidedbythe
electron acting in step with the nucleus in the Jahn-Teller effe ct and makes the
potentialfunctionsingle-valued,andthecircuitforthecompletesyst emasingleloop.
It isparticularlysignificant that the U(1) (electromagnetic)groupresponsiblefor the
factthatthevacuumspaceisnotsimplyconnectedisisomorphictot heintegersunder
addition. In effect, the spin-½,½-wavelength-inducing nature of the ferm ionic state
(inthecaseofeithertheelectronorthefluxline)isaproduct ofdiscretenessinboth
the fermion (and its charge) and the space inwhich it acts. (The  U(1)group is also
relevant to fermionic states with zero electric charge, through the SU(2) ×  U(1)
mixing; the U(1) componentmay even be considered, in such cases, as a necessary
consequence of fermionic discreteness.) In principle, the very act of creating a
discreteparticlerequiresasplittingofthecontinuumvacuuminto twodiscretehalves
(aswiththebisectingoftherectangularfigurewithwhichwe started),or(relatingthe
concept of discreteness to that of dimensionality) two square roots of 0.
(Mathematically,theidentificationof1asseparatefrom0als oimpliesthat1+1=2,
reflectingthefactthatphysicsandmathematicshaveacommonor iginintheprocess
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ofcounting.)

23Conclusion

The numerical factor 2 has become an almost universal component of fundam ental
physics,playingasignificantroleinbothquantumtheoryandrelativit y.Itsoriginand
meaning can be explained in surprisingly simple terms, using relat ively
unsophisticatedmathematics.Infact,theoriginofthefactor2,ina llsignificantcases
– classical, quantum, relativistic – is in the virial relation bet ween kinetic and
potential energies.Careful study of the factor reveals that it is the link between the
continuous anddiscretephysicaldomains, and theirmanifestations inma nyareasof
physics. In principle, the differences between stochastic and quantum
electrodynamics,Lorentz-andEinstein-type relativities,Schröding erandHeisenberg
versions of quantum mechanics, waves and particles, spin 1/2 and spin 1 units,
fermions and bosons, are nothing but those between kinetic and potential energ ies,
between averaged-out changing and fixed steady-state values, or, indee d, between
trianglesandrectangles.
Theresultofallthesecasesisthatkineticenergyvariat ionmaybethoughtofas
continuous,butstartingfromadiscretestate;potentialenergyvar iation,ontheother
hand, is a discrete variation, starting from a continuous state. Each creates the
opposite in its variation from itself.Kinetic energy and potential energy create each
other, in the same way as they are related by a numerical rel ationship. We can
considerthekineticenergyrelationtobeconcernedwiththeactions ideofNewton’s
third law, while the potential energy relation concerns both action and reaction.
Becauseofthenecessaryrelationbetweenthem,eachoftheseappr oachesisaproper
andcompleteexpressionof theconservationofenergy.Ultimately, the factor2 isan
expression of the discreteness of bothmaterial particles (or cha rges) and the spaces
between them, as opposed to the continuity of the vacuum in terms of energ y. The
samediscretenessalsoimplies(thoughmoresubtly)theconceptofdimensionality .
Inmoregeneral terms, the factor2 is an expressionofa fundament alduality in
nature, and duality is the result of trying to create something fr om nothing – the
Aharanov-Bohmeffect is a classic case, as is also thenilpote nt algebraused for the
fermionwavefunction. Fundamentally, physics does thiswhen it sets up a probe to
investigate an intrinsically uncharacterizable nature. Nature re sponds with
symmetrical opposites to the characterization assumed by the probe, which, in its
simplest form, is constituted by a discrete point in space. It has been demonstrated
previously that thisgeneratesasymmetricalgroupof fundamental parameters (space
– the original probe – time, mass and charge – the combined response), whi ch are
defined by propertieswhich split the parameters into three C2  groupings, depending
onwhether theyareconservedornonconserved, real (ororderable)or imag inary (or
nonorderable), continuous or discrete. Each of these divisions may be held
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responsible forafactor2,fordualityseemstobethenecessary resultofanyattempt
atcreatingsingularity.
While thecontinuousordiscretedualityisobviousfromthedistinctionbe tween
potential and kinetic energies, this distinction also incorporates the duality between
conserved and nonconserved quantities (or fixed and changing conditions). The
dualitymayalsobeexpressedintermsofthedistinctionbetween space-likeandtime-
like theories (for example, those of Heisenberg and Schrödinger, or of quantum
mechanicsandstochasticelectrodynamics),whicharenotonlydisti nguishedbybeing
discreteandcontinuous,butalsobybeingrealandimaginary.Thoughasing leduality
separatessuchtheories,itisopentomorethanoneinterpretationbec auseeachpairof
parametersisalwaysseparatedbytwodistinctdualities.
Theveryconceptofdualityimpliesthattheactualprocessofcounti ngiscreated
atthesametimeastheconceptsofdiscreteness,nonconservation,and orderabilityare
separated from those of continuity, conservation, and nonorderability. The
mathematicalprocessesof additionand squaringare, in effect, ‘cr eated’at the same
time as the physical quantities towhich they apply.The factor 2 e xpressesdualities
whicharefundamentaltothecreationofbothmathematicsandphysics.

Appendix

A correlation between alternative explanations for the factor 2 i n various aspects of
physics:

 Kinematics         V X
 Gases    A      V
 Orbits    A      V X
 Radiationpressure   A   E   V
 Gravitationallightdeflection        R V
 Fermion/bosonspin    C D  O R V
 Zero-pointenergy   A C     V X
 Radiationreaction   A   E  R V
 SRparadoxes   A   E

 A actionandreaction
 C commutationrelations
 D dimensionality
 E absorptionandemission
 O objectandenvironment
 R relativity
 V virialrelation
 X continuityanddiscontinuity.
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